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Entrance Examination : M.Sc. Mathematics, 2010

Hall Ticket Number

Time : 2 hours
Max. Marks. 75

PartA:25marks
PartB:50marks

1,

Instructions

Write your Hall Ticket Number in the OMR Ansvrer Sheet given
to you. Also write the Hall Ticket Number in the space provided
ahove.

There is negative ma,rking. Do not gamble.

Answers are to be ma.rked on the OMR answer sheet following the
instructions provided there upon.

Hand over the question paper booklet and the OMR answer sheet
at the end of the examination.

No additional sheets will be provided. Rough work can be done in
the question paper itself/space provided at the end of the booklet.

Calculators are not allowed.

There are a total of 50 questions in Part A and Pa.rt B together.

The appropriate answer should be coloured in either a blue or
black ball point or sketch pen. DO NOT USE A PENCIL.
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Part-A

Each quest'i,on carries 1 mark. 0:33 rnarhs wi,ll be d,educted for each
wrong answer. There will be no penalty if the question ,is left unan-
swered,.

The set of real numbers is denoted by IR, the set of complex numbers
by C, the set of rational numbers by Q, the set of integersby Z, and the
set of natural numbers by N.

1. Let f("): coslul and s@): sinlrl then

(A.) both f and g are even functions.

(8.) both f and g are odd functions.

(C.) / is an even function and g is an odd function.

(D.) / is an odd function a^nd g is an even function.

2 rhe sequence {r-tl" (t. *)} i,
t

(A.) bounded below but not bounded above.

(B.) bounded above but not bounded below.

(C.) bounded.

(D.) not bounded.

3. rf /(r) : { ;:0,", 
- r - r, :t3,, then //(o) is

(A.) 0.

(8.) 1.

(c.) r/2
(D.) none of these.

4. Let A: | : U"lbe 
a matrix with integer entries such that b I 0.l-c dl

ff. A2 + A+ 12:0 then

(A.) o'-a-bc:!.
(B.) ot -a-bd,:I.
(C.) o2*a*bc:-1.
(D.) o2 *a-bc:-7.

5. The number of points at which the function
f (r) : l(lrl - 3)sin(zrr)l + l("2 - 1Xr3 - 2Z)l takes zero vatue is

(A.) 1.

(B.) 2.
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(c.) 3.

(D.) 4.

6. Let f (d : { 2''. if r is irrational'

1 c + B, , if r is rational, be a function defined

from IR to IR. Then thC discontinuities of f are

(A.) aU rational numbers.

(B.) all irrational numbers.

(c.) R \ {2}.
(D.) R \ {3}.

7. Consider the system of equations AX : 0, BX : 0 where ,4 and
B are nxn matrices and X is an.x l matrix. Which of the
following statements are true.

(i) det(A) : det(B) implies that the two systems have the same
solutions.

(ii) The two systems have the same solutions implies det(A) :
det(B).

(iii) det(A) - 0 * det(B) implies that the two systems can have
different solutions.

(A.) All are true.

(8.) (i) is true.

(C.) (iii) is true.

(D.) (i) and (ii) are true.

8. / (r 
lrt) 

*P,(ildr 
is equal to/ cos' (c exp(nJJ

(A.) -cot(rexp(r))+C.
(B.) tan(rexp(r)) + C.

(C.) log(sec(rexp(r))) + C.

(D.) csc(rexp(u))+ C.

9. If /(c) : x3 - 2r2 in (0, 5) then the value of c to satisfy the Mean
Value theorem is

(A.) 2.

(8.) 3.

(c.) 4.

(D.) None of these.
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10. A random variable X takes the values -L, 0 and L with probabil-
ities 1/3 each. Then the mean rralue of X is

(A.) 0.

(8.) 1.

(c.) 0.5

(D.) 0.25.

11. Two numbers are drawn without replacement from 1,2,...,!0.
The probability that their sum is an even number strictly lies in

(A.) (0,1/31.

(8.) (1/3,r/21.
(c.) (L/2,3/41.

(D.) (314,11.

_ 6;74 1

12. 1ip $=I-j is equal ton--t 1/5*r-2
(A.) 4.

(8.) 3.

(c.) 2.

(D.) None of these.

13. For X,Y c iR., define X+Y : {r +y f r e X,y eY}.Anexample
where X +Y I R. is

(A.) X:Q,Y:R\Q.
(8.) X :V', Y : [L/z,L12].
(C.) X : (-oo,1001, Y: {p e N/ p i" prime}.

(D.) X:(-oo,1O0l,Y:2.

t4. Let "f , [0,5] -+ R. be continuous function with a maximum at
z: 2 then

(A.) the derivative of / at 2 may not exist.

(B.) the derivative of / at 2 must not exist and be nonzero.

(C.) the derivative of / at 2 must not exist and be zero.

(D.) the derivative of / at 2 can not exist.
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15. The perimeter of the Cardiod r: a(1 + cosd) is

(A,.) 2a.

(8.) aa,

(C.) 8a.

(D.) none of these.

16. If P(r) : 13 *7rz + 6x * b rhen

(A.) P has no real root.

(.ts.) lJ has three reai roots.

(C.) P has exactly one negative real root.
(D.) P has exactly two complex roots.

17. The number of diagonal B x 3 complex matrices .A such that .43 : 1
is

(A.) 1.

(8.) 3.

(c.) e.

(D.) 27.

18. The number of subgroups of order 4 in a cyclic group of order 12
is

(A.) 0.

(8.) 1.

(c.) 2.

(D.) 3.

19. Let G be an abelian group and let /(u) : 12 be an automorphism
ofGifGis

(A.) finite.

(8.) finite cyclic.

(C.) prime order.

(D.) prime order ) 7.
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20. Ther"ri"ri (L--l-)
-?:r\fr \/nTI)

(A.) converges to 1.

(8.) converges to ll2.
(C.) converges to Bf 4.

(D.) does not converge.

21. rhe sequence 
{,.,t f*} ,,
(

(A.) unbounded and divergent.

(8.) bounded and divergent.

(C.) unbounded and convergent.

(D.) bounded and convergent.

22. Thefunction /: tR --r tR defined bv /(r) : { ffi' l"l < t,
-I*r, l"l >r tt

(A.) continuous at all points.

(8.) not continuous at r : +1.
(C.) differentiable at all points.

(D.) none of the these.

23. Let ?: lR3 -- iRs be the linear transformation defined by
T(("t,xz,rs)): (r1 * r2,r2* rs,{xs* r1). Then an eigerrlralrr"
for T is

(A.) 0.

(8.) 1.

(c.) 2.

(D.) 3.

24. The solutions of r2y,, + ry, * 4a = 0, r f 0 are

(A.) cos(loga), and sin(logr).
(8.) cos(logr), and sin(log12).

(C.) cos(log12), and sin(logc).
(D.) cos(2logr), and sin(2logr).
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@ ^2n
25. The series \-'z-J lln=l

(A.) converges in (-1,1).
(8.) converges in [-1,1].
(C.) converges in [-1,1).
(D.) converges in (-1, L].
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Part-B

Each question carri,es 2 marks. 0.66 marks will be d,educted, Jor a
wrong answer. Therc wiII be no penalty if a questi,on is unansuered,.

26. The integrating factor of the differential equation (y2 - rzy)dr *
rsdg: 6 i5

(A.) ('s)*1.
(8.) (xy)-z.

(c.) xa-

(D.) t3v3.

27. An example of an infinite group in which every element has finite
order is

(A.) non singular 2 x 2 matrices with integer entries.

(8.) (Q/2,+).
(C.) ttre invertible elements in Z under multiplication.

(D.) the Quarternion group.

28. The value of the determinant

(A.) 0.

(8.) 1.

(c.) 2.

(D.) none of these.

L2 22 g2 42

22 32 42 g2

3z&5262
4z 52 62 72
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29. Three girls G1, Gz, Gs and 3 boys Bt, Bz, Bs are made to sit in a
row randomly. The probability that at least two girls are next to
each other is

(A.) 0.

(8.) 1/10.

(c.) 1/20.

(D.) e/10.

30. 3 red balls (all alike), 4 blue balls (alt alike) a.nd 3 sreen balls (all
alike) a^re arranged in a row. Then the probability that all B red
balls are together is

(A.) 1/15.

(8.) 1/10!.

(c.) 8!/10!.

(D.) 3/10!.

31. The equation l"- ll + lcl + la+ 11 : o*2, r e tR has

(A.) no solution.

(B.) only one solution.

(C.) only two solutions.

(D.) infinitely many solutions.

32. A natural number 'n' is said to be "petty" if all its prime divisors
arc < t/i. A natural number is square free if the squaxe of a prime
can not divide it. Then

(A.) Every squaxe free number is petty.

(8.) All even numbers are petty.

(C.) There exists an infinite numbers which are pretty.
(D.) Square of a prime nurnber is petty.

33. For the sequenc " {lr. #} of real numbers

(A.) the greatest lower bound and least upper bound. exist.
(B.) the greatest lower bound exists but not least upper bound.
(C.) the least upper bound exists but not the greatest lower bound.
(D.) neither the greatest lower bound nor the least upper bound

exist.

34. Let J : lR -' lR be a differentiable function and consider the fol-
lowing

(i) l/(r) - f (il|( 1, Vr, y € tR with l* - yl < t.
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(ii) l/'(o)l ( 1, Vr € lR.

Then we have

(A.) (i) implies (ii) but (ii) does not imply (i).

(8.) (ii) implies (i) but (i) does not imply (ii).

(C.) (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (i).

(D.) (i) does not imply (ii) and (ii) does not imply (i).

35. Let U: {.(a,b,c,d,) / a*b= c*d,l,V: {(a,b,c,d) f a:b, c:
d) be subspaces of R4. Then the dimensions [/ and 7 a,re

(A.) 1 and 2 respectively.

(8.) 2 and 3 respectively.

(C.) 3 and 2 respectively.

(D.) 3 and 4 respectively.

36. Let / : [0,1] -- lR be continuous function and define g : [0, t] -* R.

as g(s) : (/(r))2. Then

yr ft
(A.) /, fd,r:r* 

Jo 
sd,r,:0.

fl11
(8.) /, sdr : o * 

Jo f 
d,r :0.

(c.) I !d,r: (1,' ,*)'
P) I fdxs fo'no,.

37. Let X be a set, {.Ao I ae I} be a collection of subsets of X and

f : x --+X be a funcrion. rhen we have / (n") : nrf @,)

if

(A.) X is finite.

(8.) / is finite.

(C.) / is one-one.

(D.) / is onto.

38. The value of the integral 
lt 

to, (.fr +, + ,h - x) dr is

(A.) log 
'/2 - t.

(8.) I -los'fz.
(C.) log rfr+r1z+r14.
(D.) log '/z-t1z*r14.

10
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39. Thederivativeof thefunctiony - r,r-, (rp) *"""-, r,/:+)\v n+r/ \v r-1/
is

(A.) -1.
(8.) 0.

(c.) 1.

(D.) none of these.

4A. \,et ?: IRa -* R3 be the llnear transformatic'n cl-efinecl h,rr

T((ry12,rs,xt)) : c(rr - fr2,T2 - rz,rt - xn). Then, which of
the following statements are true?

(i) dimKer(?):1if cfu.
(ii) dimKer(T) : + if c:0.
(iii) dimKer(") : t if ? is onto.

(A.) (i) and (ii).

(8.) (ii) alone.

(C.) (ii) and (iii).
(D.) (i), (ii), (iii).

nt.*t ^91 and 52 be two-series defined for c € (-1,1) as,S1 :

!(sinn)r" and ,S2 : !1rinr, * cosn)uu then
n:0 n:0

(A.) 5r and,9z are convergent.

(8.) Sr and Sz a,re bounded but are not convergent.

(C.) Sr is convergent.Sr but ,92 is only bounded.

(D.) 5r and 5z are divergent.

11
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lr -3 3l
42. If P:1, -3 + ltn"nPisinvertibleandP-l isequalto

Lo -1 rl
(A.) (P2+P+r)13.

F.) (P2+P-r)13.
(c.) (P2 -P+I)13.
(D.) (P2 -P-r)13.

43. Let {r"1, {S'"} be two con',ergent rea! sequenees and let zn:
max{rrr, yn} for each n e N. Then

(A.) {r"} is convergent.

(8.) {r"} is bounded but may not be convergent.

(C.) {2"} may not be convergent but {2"} has a convergent sub-
sequence.

(D.) {r"} is convergent if and only if fno € N ) cr, - ynVn ) ns.

44. The solution of the differential equation { - A : ry' is

(A.) y : (-n* cexp(-4r) + t1+14.

(8.) y : (-n * cexp(-4n) + t1+1-4.

(C.) y : (-n* cexp(-4c) + t1 +1-tta.

(n.) y : (-r* cexp(-4r) + IlqU .

45. Let / : lR --+ IR be a continuous function such that f (n) : ,,
Yn €2. Then

(A.) / is identity.

(s.) l/(r)l ( r, Vz € lR.

(C.) /(") > 0, Vr e (0,oo).

(D.) none of these.

46. Lex {u,u,w} be a linearly independent set in the vector space JR3

and let X : span{u,a * w} and Y : span{u.', u * u). Then the
the dimension of X [^lY is

(A.) 0.

(B.) 1.

(c.) 2.

(D.) can not be found from the information.

47. Let f (r): rlrl and g(r): sinlcl then

(A.) both "f and S are differentiable functions.

(B.) / is differentiable function but g is not.

(C.) g is differentiable function but / is not.

1.)
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(D.) both f artd S are not differentiable functions.

48. Let u: r*ct, n: r-d and.z: logu+sinu2 then # - "r#is equal to

(A.) -c.
(8.) -1.
(C.) -2c.
(D.) 0.

49. If o, B and 1 are the roots of the equation ISxs +7x - 11 : 0 then
the value of a3 + 63 + f it

(A.) 3/5.

(8.) 715.

(c.) e/5.

(D.) 11/5.

50. Area of the region enclosed by the curves U : n2 - n -2 and y : g

is

(A.) 712.

(8.) -7/2.
(c.) s12.

(D.) -el2.
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